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Appeals (hereinafter "BTA"), 337-8; length of
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gram for, described. 339-40; improvements in,
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ficulties in, 342-3; new protest procedure proposed
for, 343-4, criticisms of, 344-5, 359-60; propoSa
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to vest exclusive jurisdiction in BTA, 346-8, crit-
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36o; proposal to create Court of Tax Appeals,
349-52, criticisms of, 351-2, 361; uncertain course
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controversies in, by amendments to revenue laws,
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353-4, changed by 1938 Amendment, 354; policies
relating to closing agreements in, under 1938
Amendment, 354-7; proposal to issue broad de-
claraty rulings in, 357-8.
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of, 223; perennial nature of problem of, 243-4;
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1930, explained, 245-6; effect of statutory par-
ticularization on, 247; attempted by means of:
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249-5I, revocable trusts, 25!, joint and separate
returns of spouses, 253, irrevocable trusts for
grantors benefit, 253-4, tax-frCe exchanges, 254-5,
accumulation of corporate earnings, 255-6, 268,
instalment sales, 256-7, aitificial losses, 257-8,
irrevocable ternm trusts, 258-6o; community property
laws as aiding, 252, 264; application of Justice
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cases of, 262-3; future general trends in, 264-5.
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appointment, 321-3; by insurance where insured
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prevention.of, by retroactive taxes on transfers inter
tiros, 325-8; judicial attitudes toward, 310, 328-
30: gift tax as means of diminishing, 332-3; pro-
posal to integrate gift and estate taxes to prevent,
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ponents of, 196, development of federal policy as
to, from 1913 to 1934, 196-7, 211-12, from 1934
to 1938, 198, 212-13, since 1938, 198-9, 213; in-
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199-200, 213-14; effect of economic cycle on yield
of, 201-2, 216; effect of, to discourage retention of
corporate profits, 202-3; effect of exemption of, o
tax evasion, 203; practical hardships in, 2o3-4,
214-16; effect of, on security price levels, 204-5;
not deterrent to investment because of low rate
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porate Excise Tax of 1909, 209-11; under the i6th
Amendment, 211; difficulties of valuation in, 214-
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under 1918-24 Acts, 270; under NIRA, 272, 296;
under 1934 Act, 273; under 1935 Act, a75; under
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